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Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman wages her most heroic battle against "The Four Dooms!"

No. 33
"I'm cutting in—
for some swell snaps!"

They'll be number one
on your hit parade—the snaps you get with Kodak Verichrome Film.

And so simple and easy to make—even indoors with flash equipment.

You press the button...it does the rest.

That's why it's America's favorite film by far...

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Kodak Film

...the film in the familiar yellow box

By the way, for those special Christmas greetings there is nothing smarter than cards made from your own snapshots. See your Kodak dealer about it—now!

Kodak

"KODAK" IS A TRADE-MARK
THUMBS DOWN! -- THE ANCIENT ROMAN SIGNAL FOR DEATH IS ONCE AGAIN REPEATED!
ONLY THIS TIME THE SCENE IS PARADISE ISLAND, ONCE THE STRONGHOLD OF THE AMAZONS!
AND THE CONDEMNED PRISONERS ARE WONDER WOMAN AND QUEEN HIPPOLYTE! HOW WONDER
WOMAN -- BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND
SWIFTER THAN MERCURY -- EXERTS HER AMAZING POWERS TO THE UtMOST TO SAVE THE
ISLAND AND ITS IMPRISONED AMAZONS BEFORE THE DEATH SENTENCE IS CARRIED OUT --
IS THE THRILLING SCENE OF THIS ASTOUNDING TWO-PART STORY.

"THE FOUR DOOMS"

PART I -- PARADISE ISLAND CONDEMNED!
TRANSFORMATION ISLAND—WHERE AMAZONS TRANSFORM, THROUGH DISCIPLINE AND LOVE, THE BAD CHARACTER TRAITS OF WOMEN PRISONERS.

MALA, IN CHARGE OF THE ISLAND, GREETES A NEW PRISONER FROM THE ISLAND OF CADMIA--

THIS RECORD SAYS YOU USE YOUR BRILLIANT, INVENTIVE MIND TO DO HARM TO OTHERS. YOU WILL LEARN TO SERVE OTHERS, INVENTA!

ARRIVING AT THE WORKSHOP--

WEARING THIS VENUS GIRLDE WILL MAKE YOU DESIRE TO SUBMIT TO OUR TRAINING. NO ONE CAN UNLOCK IT WITHOUT THIS KEY!

AS A FEELING OF SURRENDER SURGES THROUGH INVENTA, HER EVIL NATURE ASSERTS ITSELF.

I'LL TRICK THESE GIRLS!

I WILL MAKE A SMALL GIFT FOR YOU LEAVE ME—SO IT WILL BE A SURPRISE!

GOOD GIRL!

FASHIONING A KEY OF STRANGE DESIGN, INVENTA UNLOCKS THE GIRLDE AND--

THE FOOLS! THEY UNDERESTIMATE MY ABILITY! ONE GLANCE AT THAT KEY--AND I AM FREE OF THAT FEELING OF SUBMISSION!

LATER--

AT LAST I'VE FORMED MY PLAN TO GET TO PARADISE ISLAND AND DISCOVER WHAT MAGIC THE AMAZONS POSSESS WHICH MAKES THEM INVINCIBLE! ONCE THAT POWER IS IN MY HANDS I'LL TURN IT AGAINST THEM--AND THE WORLD!
Soon after, inventa selects her accomplices.

That’s my plan—will you join me, Tomica?

For revenge! Mala refuses to make me head chemist here—I’ll make a gas.

We’ll help you! Since you unlocked our girdles, their effect is not the same.

Weeks later—

Inventa designed a beautiful glider! It will be fun riding the air currents over the island.

Will you guards help us tilt this wing a bit?

As the Amazons tilt the wing, the rebels prisoners strike them with their tools—

Hurry, girls! Bind them tight! Throw away your Venus girdles—Ha ha ha!

The rebels carry the glider to a high cliff where—

I never heard of a glider taking off this way, inventa!

It doesn’t ordinarily! But the winds here are quite different! I’ve studied them! You’ll see!

The glider tips over the cliff to seeming destruction, but—

Shri-ek!

We’re falling!

We’re rising again! Inventa knows everything!

Naturally! That’s why I’m your leader!
UTILIZING THE AIR CURRENTS, INVENTA PILOTS THE GLIDER OVER THE OCEAN. HOW ARE YOU GOING TO FIND PARADISE ISLAND, INVENTA? ONLY THE AMAZONS KNOW WHERE IT IS.

IT MUST BE CLOSE TO TRANSFORMATION ISLAND! I'M RELYING ON THE AMAZONS' REPUTATION FOR SPEEDING TO PEOPLE IN DISTRESS -- TO MAKE MY NEXT MOVE SUCCESSFUL!

MEANWHILE, AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, LT. DIANA PRINCE RECEIVES A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE FROM HER MOTHER, QUEEN HIPPOLYTE OF THE AMAZONS.

WE ARE STARTING OUR ANNUAL SPORTS GAMES IN A FEW MINUTES, DIANA. WHY NOT VISIT US IF YOU HAVE TIME?

DIANA SWIFTLY CHANGES TO WONDER WOMAN AND CALLS HER PLANE BY MENTAL ROBOT CONTROL -- CALLING PLANE -- FLY EAST BY NORTHEAST.

-- AND FLEETLY BOARDS HER SILENT, ROBOT PLANE -- WHICH TAKES BUT A FEW MOMENTS AT ITS SPEED OF 3000 MILES PER SECOND TO REACH PARADISE ISLAND!

MOTHER! IT'S GOOD TO SEE YOU, DEAR!

HOLA! HOLA, PRINCESS DIANA!

IT'S BEEN SO LONG SINCE I PARTICIPATED IN AMAZON SPORTS, MOTHER, I WONDER IF I'LL STILL BE ABLE TO BEAT THE CHAMPIONS?

WELL, WE WILL SOON FIND OUT!
THE SPORTS BEGIN WITH DUELS ON KANGAS -- THE OPPONENTS SEEKING TO UNSEAT ONE ANOTHER --

SOON, ONLY WONDER WOMAN AND HERCULA, AN AMAZON CHAMPION, REMAIN UNBEATEN --

MAY THE BETTER AMAZON WIN! APHRODITE BE WITH BOTH OF YOU!

WHEN I DROP THIS HANDKERCHIEF, YOU WILL RESUME COMBAT UNTIL ONE OF YOU IS FAIRLY VANQUISHED!

YOU'RE A MIGHTY FIGHTER, HERCULA, BUT I INTEND TO WIN THIS BOUT!

YOU ARE MY OPPONENT, PRINCESS, AND I WILL DEFEAT YOU!

SUFFERING SAPPHO! MY BLADE SHATTERED! AND WITH IT -- YOUR CHANCE OF WINNING!
Beloved queen—stop the match!
It’s your own daughter who is unarmed!
Every Amazon must depend upon herself! The match will go on!

As HerculA launches a blow at Wonder Woman, the agile Amazon catches it on her bracelets!
Sorry, princess, but the match ends now!
Not while I’m wearing Aphrodite’s bracelets!

The princess Diana’s Kanga, excited by the contest, rears so far backward that it hurls her off!
Why—Jumpa! Shame on you!

Outracing Jumpa, Wonder Woman leaps into the saddle.
I challenge you, HerculA, without my sword!

You are a good sport, princess!

The undaunted princess charges her armed opponent—hola! Our princess!

CLANG!
Yie-e-ee!
WITH HER BARE HANDS, WONDER WOMAN USES THE SWORD AS A LEVER TO FLIP HER OPPONENT INTO THE AIR!

WHIRLING HER KANGA—

YOU HAVE DEFEATED ME! YOU WERE WONDERFUL!

HAIL TO OUR PRINCESS! SHE HAS WON FAIRLY!

MEANWHILE — ABOARD THE GIANT GLIDER —

INVENTA! YOU'RE DIVING INTO THE WATER!

NATURALLY! WE CAN'T BE RESCUED UNLESS WE'RE WRECKED!

DO YOU REALLY HAVE TO WRECK THE GLIDER?

WE CAN'T FAKE IT! IT MUST BE REAL! OTHERWISE WE'LL NEVER FOOL THE AMAZONS!

AT THE LAST MOMENT INVENTA LESSENS THE IMPACT OF THE DIVE BY A "PANCAKE" LANDING.

INVENTA! WHAT IF THE AMAZONS DON'T FIND US?

THEY WILL!

AS THE ESCAPED PRISONERS CLING TO THE FLOATING WRECKAGE—

THIS ROCKET DISTRESS SIGNAL, ONE OF THE MANY INSTRUMENTS I INVENTED FOR THIS ESCAPE, WILL BE SEEN BY THE AMAZONS!
AS THE GAMES CONTINUE, THE AMAZON MAID PERFORMS INCREDIBLE FEATS WITH THE GRACEFUL EASE WHICH HAS EARNED FOR HER THE TITLE BY WHICH SHE IS KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE SOLAR SYSTEM-- WONDER WOMAN!

IN WRESTLING, SHE OVERCOMES TWO CHAMPIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY--

IN THE HIGH JUMP ROPING CONTEST, THE BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS LEAPS HIGHER THAN THE LASSOES OF THE AMAZONS CAN REACH--

--AND IN THE GAME OF NETS AND FORFEITS, PRINCESS DIANA ASTOUNDS HER COMPETITORS!

AS THE AMAZONS HAIL THE VICTORIOUS WONDER WOMAN--

HOLA, PRINCESS!

ROCKET DISTRESS SIGNAL SIGHTED FAR OUT AT SEA!

FOLLOW ME, AMAZONS!
Wonder Woman races in advance of the rescue party—\n\nMerciful Minerva! We must reach those poor people before they drown!

Swimming many miles at great speed, Wonder Woman sights the wrecked glider.

Thank Aphrodite—they're all women! I wonder what they are doing out here?

Wonder Woman! We thought we were lost! We are actresses on location! Our glider unexpectedly catapulted off our ship—we crashed—drifted—until now!

It's just like a movie company to get into trouble like this! It will be a simple matter to lasso the glider and tow them all to Paradise Island!

A moment later Wonder Woman swiftly starts her return trip.

I'm glad there are no men with them! By Aphrodite's Law, we lose our eternal youth if a man sets foot on Paradise Island!
WE STRIKE AS SOON AS WE LAND!
WE'RE SURE TO BE RECOGNIZED! BUT IT WILL
BE TOO LATE FOR THEM TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT
IT THEN. THE SIGNAL WILL BE—DOWN WITH
THE AMAZONS!

A FEW MOMENTS LATER—
HERE ARE THE PEOPLE IN DISTRESS,
MOTHER! ALL WOMEN! THAT'S WHY I
BROUGHT THEM DIRECTLY HERE!

GREAT HERA! IT'S INVENTA!
WITH PRISONERS FROM TRANS-
FORMATION ISLAND! RECAPTURE
THEM, AMAZONS!

HURRY! PUT ON YOUR GAS MASKS!
HERE THEY COME! DOWN WITH THE AMAZONS!

WE HAVE NO TIME TO ARM
OURSelves! AT THEM, AMAZONS!

APhRODITE WITH US!

THIS GAS WILL SOON
SILENCE THEM!
Oh-oh! Diana didn't untie the lasso! I must help her!

In her concern over Princess Diana's plight, the queen does not notice that the blow from the tool has opened the clasp of her magic girdle, gift of Aphrodite, which makes the Amazons invincible as long as she wears it.

Don't stop for me, mother!

I'll have you up in a moment, Diana! I won't give you that freedom, Queen Hippolyte!

Entangled though she is, Wonder Woman hurls herself at the foe.

Look out, mother!

Uhff!

Weakened by the gas, the Amazon princess succumbs to a treacherous blow--

This will stop you!

The gas also has its effect on Queen Hippolyte and the other Amazons who fight bravely but ultimately fall. It's amazing how long they fought without weapons--or gas masks!

But the fight is at an end!

Paradise Island is ours!
INVENTA TAKES OVER QUEEN HIPPOLYTE'S THRONE AND HAS THE CAPTIVE QUEEN AND HER DAUGHTER BROUGHT TO HER--

I WANT THOSE MAGIC DEVICES WHICH ENABLE YOU AMAZONS TO PERFORM YOUR INCREDIBLE FEATS OF STRENGTH AND AGILITY!

THERE IS NO MAGIC IN OUR FEATS!

ANYONE WHO SUBmits TO LOVING AUTHORITY AS WE DO, MAY POSsess THE SAME QUALITIES OF STRENGTH AND AGILITY!

YOU CAN'T DECEIVE ME! IT IS MAGIC! IF YOU WON'T REVEAL IT TO ME—I'LL FORCE YOU!

BLIND FURY, SUCH AS YOU'RE DISPLAYING, CAN HARM ONLY YOU, INVENTA!

WHY DON'T YOU GIVE OUR WAYS OF DISCIPLINE AND LOVE A TRIAL?

AN EXCELLENT IDEA! WE'LL SEE WHAT EFFECT YOUR WAYS WILL HAVE ON THE PRISONERS WHO ESCAPED WITH ME! THEY WILL DECIDE YOUR CASE!

INVENTA TREACHEROUSLY GAGS HER PRISONERS SO THEY ARE UNABLE TO SPEAK IN THEIR OWN BEHALF AND--

LADIES OF THE JURY! THE PRISONERS CONDEMN THEMSELVES BY THEIR SILENCE! WHAT PUNISHMENT DO YOU DECREE?

FLY THEM TO THE ISLAND OF CADMEA FOR DEATH BY THE FOUR DOOMS!

WONDER WOMAN! YOU WILL BE FIRST TO MEET THE FOUR DOOMS!

THE DOOM OF THE ROLLING STONE


THE FINAL PART OF THIS STORY STARTS ON THE 3rd PAGE FOLLOWING
Coach IBA’s Cowboys galloped through ‘47-’48 season with 27 victories against only 4 losses to win the Missouri Valley Conference Championship for 11th time in 14 years.

Famous for their slow, deliberate style of play, Hank IBA’s Aggies combine air-tight defensive tactics with clever sharpshooting. His amazing lifetime victory average (.811) ranks Henry IBA among basketball’s all-time coaching greats.

I like to see my boys take in three square meals every day,” says Coach IBA. “And if you ask me— that first meal should include a large helping of milk, fruit, and Wheaties, ‘Breakfast of Champions’! There’s a dish that packs plenty of real He-Man nourishment.”

Wheaties

“Breakfast of Champions”

With milk and fruit

“Wheaties” and “Breakfast of Champions” are registered trade marks of General Mills, Inc.
Bazooka
THE ATOM BUBBLE BOY

GETS THE BIRD!

THAT'S PAT. HER PARROT. HE TALKS AND HE PLAYS IN ALL HER PICTURES.

HEY! THE PARROT'S OUT OF THE CAGE. HE'S FLYING OFF!

OH, BAZOOKA - DEEJAY NEEDS HER PARROT AT THE STUDIO!!

I'VE GOT MY BAZOOKA BUBBLE GUM OUT ALREADY. I'LL HAVE TO ACT FAST!

I'VE GOT YOU, PAT. NOW AKOOZAG AND DOWN WE GO!

YOU'RE WONDERFUL, BAZOOKA!

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO THANK YOU. WILL YOU BOTH COME TO SEE MY MOVIE WITH ME?

HAZOOKA BAZOOKA
THE ATOM BUBBLE GUM
6 BIG CHEWS COMICS, PRIZES FOR 5¢

HEX LOOK!
ONE OF THESE SWELL GIFTS FOR JUST 3 BAZOOKA WRAPPERS AND ONLY 25¢ ...

RICH GOLDINE - POLISHED METAL
TIE CLASP OR BARRETTE
ENGRAVED WITH YOUR NAME
GET YOURS TODAY!
GRAND GIFT FOR MOM AND DAD TOO!

Tie us which you want and print your first name or initials to be engraved.
Enclose 3 Bazooka wrappers and 25¢ (3 additional wrappers and 10¢ for each additional tie-clasp or barrette). Send with your full name and address to BAZOOKA, Box No. 20, Madison Square Station, New York 10, N. Y.

WHAT A BUBBLE! WHAT A BOY!

LOOK, BAZOOKA, IT'S DEEJAY SMITH - THE MOVIE ACTRESS. ISN'T SHE BEAUTIFUL?

I'LL SAY! WHAT'S SHE GOT IN THE CAGE?
Wonder Woman

By CHARLES MOULTON

KNOWING THE AMAZONS ARE IMMORTAL AS LONG AS THEY REMAIN ON PARADISE ISLAND, THE GUNNING INVENTA, USING AMAZON PLANES, FLIES HER CAPTIVES TO HER ISLAND HOME — THE ISLE OF CADMEA — WHERE INGENIOUS DEVICES AWAITS A NEW VICTIM’S TRIALS! HERE WONDER WOMAN IS FORCED TO UNDERGO THE UNKNOWN PERILS OF THE FOUR DOOMS! WHAT THE OUTCOME WILL BE THE REST OF THIS AMAZING STORY WILL REVEAL — IN PART 2 OF THE FOUR DOOMS — "THE TITANIC TRIALS!"

WONDER WOMAN! YOUR FIRST TRIAL IS THE DOOM OF THE ROLLING STONE! IF YOU FAIL TO ROLL THE STONE TO THE VERY TOP OF THE HILL, YOUR MOTHER AND ALL THE AMAZON PRISONERS WILL BE EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY! IF YOU SUCCEED, THEIR LIVES WILL BE SPARED UNTIL YOU MEET THE SECOND DOOM! BEGIN!
AS THE DAUNTLESS AMAZON MAID ROLLS THE HUGE STONE UP THE STEEP HILL WITH EASE--

THIS STONE ISN'T SO VERY HEAVY FOR AN AMAZON! WHY WOULD THEY CALL THIS A STUNT FOR ME TO DO?

IF THE REST OF INVENTA'S DOOMS ARE AS EASY AS THIS ONE, MOTHER AND THE AMAZONS WILL BE QUITE SAFE UNTIL I CAN PLAN A WAY OUT OF THIS TRAP!

AMONG THE WATCHING THRONG--

LOOK! WONDER WOMAN IS ROLLING THAT STONE TO THE TOP OF THE HILL AS IF IT WERE A PEBBLE!

BUT SHE HASN'T REACHED THE TOP, TORCHA! AND SHE WON'T!

I'LL MAKE SURE OF THAT! HA, HA!

A MOMENT LATER, NEAR THE TOP OF THE HILL--

ANOTHER FEW FEET AND I'VE REACHED THE TOP--SUFFERING SAPPHO!--WH' WHAT'S HAPPENING?
AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL--
GREAT HERA! I CAN'T BELIEVE MY EYES!
THEN LOOK AGAIN, QUEEN! YOUR WONDER WOMAN HAS FAILED YOU!

AND AT THE TOP--
THE STONE ROLLED OUT OF MY GRASP AS IF SOMEONE HAD PULLED IT!

I MUST STOP IT BEFORE IT REACHES THE BOTTOM OF THE HILL--OR THE LIVES OF MOTHER AND THE AMAZONS WILL BE FORFEITED!

THE FLEET-FOOTED PRINCESS RACES AHEAD OF THE ROLLING STONE AND STOPS IT JUST IN TIME!

AGAIN THE AMAZON MAID SPEEDS UP THE HILL WITH THE HUGE STONE--
I'VE GOT TO MAKE CERTAIN THIS TIME THAT I DON'T LET GO OF THE STONE UNTIL I'VE ROLLED IT TO THE VERY TOP!

AND AGAIN, JUST AS WONDER WOMAN NEARS THE TOP OF THE HILL--
IT'S ROLLED DOWN AGAIN!
SUDDENLY—THE KEEN-WITTED AMAZON MAID SOLVES THE MYSTERY BEHIND THE FIRST DOOM!

I didn't let go of the rolling stone! It was torn out of my grasp—probably by a powerful magnet! The stone must contain metal!

THE STONE IS ROLLING TOWARD THAT TENT—JUST AS IT DID BEFORE! THE MAGNETIC DEVICE MUST BE CONCEALED IN THE TENT! YES, THERE'S INVENTA JUST LEAVING IT, WITH A BIG SMILE!

IN FRONT OF THE TENT—

HA HA! YOU WERE RIGHT, INVENTA! THAT ELECTRIC MAGNET YOU HID IN THE TENT WILL PREVENT WONDER WOMAN FROM EVER ROLLING THE STONE UP TO THE TOP OF THE HILL!

SUDDENLY—

INVENTA --LOOK! WHAT DOES WONDER WOMAN THINK SHE'S DOING?

BUT THE ALLURING AMAZON'S PLAN HAD BEEN CAREFULLY THOUGHT OUT IN THE FEW MOMENTS IT HAD TAKEN HER TO OUTRACE THE ROLLING STONE AND NOW -- THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO ROLL A STONE UPHILL!

BEFORE INVENTA HAS TIME TO GET BACK INTO THE TENT AND TURN ON THE MAGNET, THE SMASHING BLOW DELIVERED BY THE IMPERMEABLE AMAZON METAL OF WONDER WOMAN'S BRACELET SENDS THE HUGE STONE SPINNING AT LIGHTNING SPEED OVER THE TOP OF THE HILL!
While Wonder Woman calmly faces her captors—

I'm ready to meet your second doom, Inventa!

That was very clever of you, Amazon! But if Inventa would let me—

Silence, Torcha! Prepare the doom of the blinding mirrors for Wonder Woman!

Everything shall be prepared just as you directed, Inventa!

Your next task is very simple, Wonder Woman! All you have to do is protect yourself from being slain by your own images!

Soon after, Wonder Woman faces the doom of the blinding mirrors—mirrors placed in such a fashion that her own image is reflected back into her eyes everywhere she turns—

The glare—blinding!

I wonder what Inventa meant—about being slain by my own images?
AS THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZON FIGHTS AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF THE BLINDING MIRRORS—

GREAT HERA! INVENTA'S WARNING CAN'T BE TRUE! MY OWN IMAGES CAN'T STEP OUT OF THOSE MIRRORS TO SLAY ME!

CAN THIS BE A MIRAGE— OR A HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION WITH WHICH INVENTA PLANNED TO CONFUSE ME?

SUDDENLY—

INDECISION CANNOT CONQUER A THREAT! I'LL SOON FIND OUT HOW REAL THIS DANGER IS!

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A LITTLE GAME OF DAGGERS— AND BRACELETS TO CLEAR UP ONE'S MIND! THE SOUNDS THESE DAGGERS MAKE AS I WARD THEM OFF WITH MY BRACELETS ARE REAL—

-- AND SO ARE THOSE OF MY IMPERSONATORS!

WE SURRENDER!
A MOMENT LATER WONDER WOMAN BREAKS THROUGH THE CIRCLE OF BLINDING MIRRORS—

OUR PRINCESS HAS OVERCOME THE SECOND DOOM!

APHRODITE BE PRAISED!

SILENCE!

THAT AMAZON SUCCEEDED AGAIN, INVENTA! WHY TAKE CHANCES? LET ME EXECUTE HER AT ONCE!

AND ADMIT DEFEAT TO OUR OWN WOMEN? NO, TORCHA! SHE CAN'T WIN! I'VE THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING! HAVE PATIENCE!

HERE ARE SEVERAL SLIGHTLY DAMAGED "IMAGES", INVENTA! THEY WERE LEFT OVER FROM THE DOOM OF THE BLINDING MIRRORS! I'M READY TO MEET THE THIRD DOOM!

YOU'LL FIND THE DOOM OF THE LABYRINTH VERY INTERESTING, WONDER WOMAN!

ONCE YOU'RE PLACED IN ITS MAZE OF TUNNELS—ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FIND THE ONLY EXIT! YOU'LL FIND MANY FALSE ONES! IF YOU'RE NOT OUT IN 60 SECONDS A LIGHT WILL FLASH—which WILL SIGNAL FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE AMAZONS!

SOON AFTER, WONDER WOMAN IS PLACED IN THE DOOM OF THE LABYRINTH, WHERE A SINGLE LOST SECOND MAY MEAN DEATH!
A FEW PRECIOUS SECONDS PASS AS THE AMAZON MAID RACES THROUGH THE BAFFLING TWISTS AND TURNS OF THE LABYRINTH--

SUNDELY--SHE STOPS--

MERE SPEED IS USELESS! THERE'S ONLY ONE SPEED FASTER THAN TIME—THE SPEED OF THOUGHT! INSTEAD OF WASTING TIME RACING THROUGH THE LABYRINTH UNTIL I FIND THE RIGHT EXIT—I'VE GOT TO SELECT IT SCIENTIFICALLY!

BY HERA! I HAVE IT! HOLA! HOLA! FOR APHRODITE AND THE AMAZONS! FOR APH--

AS THE VIBRATIONS FROM WONDER WOMAN'S VOICE BOUNCE BACK FROM ALL THE BLIND ALLEYS OF THE LABYRINTH--

THE AMAZINGLY DEVELOPED KEEN HEARING SENSE OF THE AMAZON ENABLES HER TO TRACE THE SINGLE CORRIDOR THROUGH WHICH THE VIBRATIONS HAD FOUND AN OUTLET--

--AND THUS BY INCREDIBLY QUICK THINKING, SHE FINDS THE ONLY EXIT OUT OF THE LABYRINTH—AT THE 59TH SECOND!
FINALLY, WONDER WOMAN FACES THE DOOM OF THE DRAGON'S TEETH!

THIS FIELD IS SOWN WITH DRAGON'S TEETH. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS RUN ACROSS IT. BE CAREFUL, WONDER WOMAN! IF YOU STEP ON ANY ONE OF THE TEETH-- IT IS LIABLE TO BITE YOU!

HA HA!

AS THE AMAZON PRINCESS STARTS ACROSS THE FIELD SHE STEPS ON ONE OF THE TEETH AND--

HAMMERS OF HEPHESTUS! THOSE DRAGON TEETH ARE REALLY BOOBY TRAPS--WIRED TO EXPLODE ON CONTACT!

YY WHAM!

ALIGHTING AGILELY ON HER FEET AGAIN, THE FLEET-FOOTED AMAZON BEGINS THE MOST AMAZING RACE OF HER CAREER--FLYING A SPLIT-SECOND AHEAD OF THE EXPLOSIONS SHE CAUSES!
A MOMENT LATER--

YOU'RE NOT SO SMART AFTER ALL, INVENTA! WONDER WOMAN WON! SHE DEFEATED THE FOURTH DOOM! WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO NOW?

ADD A FIFTH DOOM! WATCH!

INVENTA-- I HAVE WON BY YOUR OWN RULES! AND--MERCIFUL MINERVA! MY MAGIC LASSO! I AM COMPelled TO OBEY YOU-- BY APHRODITE'S LAW!

THE FIENDISH INVENTA FERRETS OUT THE ONE MEANS OF DESTROYING ALL HAPPINESS ON PARADISE ISLAND--

KNEEL, CAPTIVE, AND TELL ME, IS IT TRUE THAT BY APHRODITE'S LAW YOU AMAZONS LOSS YOUR ETERNAL YOUTH AND BEAUTY IF A MAN SETS FOOT ON PARADISE ISLAND?

YES, INVENTA!

AND COMMANDS WONDER WOMAN, HERSELF, TO DECIDE ITS DOOM!

I COMMAND YOU, WONDER WOMAN, TO SUMMON YOUR ROBOT PLANE AND DIRECT IT TO FLY TORCHA TO ARMY INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS. TORCHA WILL MEET US AT PARADISE ISLAND WITH COL. STEVE TREVOR!

THE HELPLESS PRINCESS OBEYS INVENTA'S COMMAND.

IF STEVE LANDS, WE AMAZONS ARE LOST! BUT BOUND BY MY MAGIC LASSO, I MUST OBEY!

CALLING PLANE--FLY 15° NORTH AND LAND--

FLY EAST BY SOUTHEAST--

I'LL MEET YOU ON PARADISE ISLAND!

WHEN COL. TREVOR SEES YOUR PLANE, HE WON'T SUSPECT A TRAP! AFTER THEY TAKE OFF, TORCHA WILL TAKE CARE OF THE REST! HA HA!
UNDER WONDER WOMAN'S COMMAND, HER 3000 MILES PER MINUTE PLANE REACHES MILITARY INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS SHORTLY AND --

PARADISE ISLAND? NOW I KNOW YOU'RE A FRAUD! WONDER WOMAN WOULD NEVER WANT ANY MAN TO SET FOOT ON PARADISE ISLAND! IT WOULD MEAN --

GREAT GUNS! YOU SAY WONDER WOMAN IS IN DISTRESS -- NEEDS MY HELP? LEAD THE WAY! WHERE IS SHE?

PARADISE ISLAND, COL. TREVOR! HER PLANE WILL SOON TAKE US THERE!

-- THE END OF ALL THE AMAZONS' ETERNAL YOUTH AND BEAUTY --

QUICK THINKING, COL. TREVOR! BUT YOU'RE TOO LATE TO STOP US NOW!

UHN-N!

WHAM!

SOON AFTER, AT PARADISE ISLAND --

THERE'S YOUR PLANE, WONDER WOMAN, WITH COL. TREVOR A-BOARD! NOW COMMAND IT TO LAND -- AND CAUSE THE DOOM OF PARADISE ISLAND!

I MUST OBEY INVENTA AS LONG AS SHE HOLDS THE LASSO -- BUT I SEE A WAY OF MAKING HER DROP IT!

JUST AS HER PLANE IS ABOUT TO LAND, THE AGILE AMAZON SWIFTLY HURLS HERSELF IN FRONT OF IT!

AS THE DAUNTLESS MAID HAD ANTICIPATED, THE PLANE'S WING TIP HURLS HER FREE OF INVENTA'S GRASP!

PLANE -- CIRCLE FIELD -- DO NOT LAND!
As the plane swoops under her, Wonder Woman leaps aboard, to be met by a furious Torcha."

If Inventa had listened to me, she would have let me—uhnn-n!

We'll hear about that later...on Transformation Island!

Securing Torcha to the wing, the Amazon lassoes the fleeing rebel prisoners—

It's impossible to beat the Amazons! Wonder Woman is invincible!

A few moments later, the prisoners are returned to Transformation Island—

Here are the escaped prisoners. Mala! Patience, discipline, and love will win them over to our Amazon ways of peace!

Passing over Paradise Island—

Farewell!

I am proud of you, daughter! You are a true Amazon! Farewell, until we meet again!

En route back to America—

How do you feel, Steve?

As if I'm dreaming. But as long as you're here, beautiful, don't wake me up!

The end.
The Christmas gift you'll remember for life —

...a Schwinn-Built bicycle!

Put the bee in Dad's bonnet NOW for a Schwinn-Built bike for Christmas. Tell him about those super-terrific Schwinn features that are available only on Schwinn-Built bicycles—about their classy design and long lasting qualities. Ask Dad to check on the famous “Schwinn Guarantee.” Take him to your nearest Schwinn dealer's . . . listed in the classified section of your phone book. From Christmas morning on, you'll be riding happy on your new Schwinn.

Look for this famous seal before you buy a bike!

ARNOIJD, SCHWNN & COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
*According to latest independent surveys
“THE SAME DAY…”
WITH THAT GORILLA STILL ON THE LOOSE, PERHAPS WE SHOULDN’T BE OUT EXPLORING LIKE THIS!

Perhaps…hey, that looks like an old mine up ahead. Let’s look.

WH-WHAT WAS THAT??
BANG!

The door slammed. The wind, I hope.

Look…those eyes. Suppose it’s the gorilla.

OOOOGHHH

Look…those eyes! Suppose it’s the gorilla.

All we have is this old flashlight. I wonder...

IT WORKS! AWWWW—JUST AN OWL!

Later…I’m sure glad they captured the gorilla.

And I’m sure glad this old flashlight was loaded with Ray-O-Vac’s.

BUY SPARES—THEY STAY FRESH!

Sealed in steel and super-insulated to keep power in and trouble out. Guaranteed: A new flashlight if yours is damaged by Ray-O-Vac leak-proof batteries.
**Wonder Women of History**

**Annie Jump Cannon**
(1863 - 1941)

Her career was fully as glittering as the far-off subjects she studied for so many years. This great scientist identified and classified more stars than anyone else in the world!

As a child, Annie was captivated by the stars. She would study crude charts in the attic by the hour...

There’ll be bigger and better charts some day. Maybe I’ll help make them...

Her fascination with light cast by prisms began early. It was the basis of her future work in classifying stars through their spectra...

Just like beautiful rainbows—how wonderful!
At sixteen and a half she persuaded her father to let her attend Wellesley College. The neighbors were horrified.

Higher education will break a woman's mind and health!

Not my daughter's!

Years later she was made an assistant in the Harvard Observatory.

You will classify the star-spectrums which occur when a star's light passes through a prism at the end of a telescope.

She became quite deaf, but her enthusiasm never slackened.

Seems to me, Annie, that you work with streaks of light.

I heard that! No, not streaks of light, but gateways to wonderful new worlds!

Can I please call you Aunty Annie, too?

Why not—all my other little friends, do!

Working a great deal from photographs gave her an idea...

Will you please teach me photography so that I, also, can photograph the stars?

It will be an honor, Miss Cannon!

Do you realize that you've already classified over two hundred thousand stars!

I feel many more thousands still calling to me.
DISTINGUISHED SCIENTISTS visited her to learn her methods...

AMAZING RESULTS! You bring not only a gifted eye, but a uniquely gifted mind to your studies of the heavens!

HOW VERY KIND!

SHE RECEIVED THE FIRST HONORARY DEGREE IN SCIENCE EVER AWARDED TO A WOMAN BY ENGLAND'S OXFORD UNIVERSITY...

YOU'VE CATALOGUED NEARLY FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND STARS ACCORDING TO THEIR SPECTRAL TYPES! IT STAGERS THE IMAGINATION!

CLAP! CLAP!

THE DIRECTOR OF THE HARVARD OBSERVATORY HAD THIS TO SAY OF HER...

YOU CAN QUOTE ME AS SAYING THAT DOCTOR CANNON'S CONTRIBUTIONS MAKE A STRUCTURE THAT PROBABLY WILL NEVER BE DUPLICATED IN KIND OR EXTENT BY A SINGLE INDIVIDUAL!

ASTRONOMERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD STILL COME TO HARVARD TO STUDY HER CATALOGUED WORK...

ANNIE JUMP CANNON'S CAREER WAS HIGHLIGHTED BY MANY IMPORTANT HONORS...

FIRST GOLD MEDAL EVER AWARDED A WOMAN BY AMERICA'S NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

ONE OF ONLY SIX PEOPLE EVER MADE HONORARY MEMBERS OF ENGLAND'S ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

ANOTHER HONORARY DOCTORATE FROM HOLLAND'S UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN.

THIS WONDER WOMAN OF SCIENCE CREATED A REPUTATION FOR HERSELF THAT WAS THE JOY OF MEN AND WOMEN ALIKE. A PURE SCIENTIST OF THE LOFTIEST ORDER, SHE WAS ALSO A HUMAN BEING OF THE FINEST FAB.
For the best in all comics, look for the Superman D.C. Symbol!
THE situation was highly desperate.

Antigonus, the Macedonian, was besieging the ancient city of Rhodes with a fleet and forty thousand men.

This was more than the entire population of the trading post, within whose walls lay untold riches of rare spices and rarer metals.

Again and again the forces of the marauding Macedonians were thrown back with heavy losses by the brave defenders of Rhodes. But these latter were suffering their own losses, and well knew that the unequal contest could have but one outcome.

Still they fought on. Old and young labored to fill the ever widening breaches in the walls that surrounded the city. Earth was ripped from the ground and when arrows pierced the sod, temple stones were forced into the chinks.

Catapults, used with devilish cunning by the invaders, lofted masses of jagged metal into groups of the fighting men of Rhodes. Burning oil added to the terrors they had to endure. Women, children, and men alike cut off their hair so that the bowmen of Rhodes would have a sufficient amount of strings to take the places of those that snapped with repeated usage.

Then, one day when all seemed lost, a great shout rent the air. A lookout reported a second great fleet entering the harbor of Rhodes.

It was a joyful shout, for the new ships were recognizable as Egyptian vessels. This was a nation friendly to Rhodes. In fact, the fleet had been sent because Ptolemy of Egypt had heard of the grave plight of his good neighbors.

Hemmed in between Egyptian warships, the defenders of Rhodes sent a battle cry that echoed throughout the city, and then they were saved.
riors and the redoubled efforts of the Rhodes fighting men, Antigonus the Macedonian was put to rout. Scattered far and wide, his remaining forces fled helter skelter to safety.

And now the people of Rhodes determined to set up a mighty statue of the sun god in gratitude for their deliverance. It was to be set up in their harbor, the statue’s arm outstretched in blessing.

Fittingly enough, the metal used was from the very engines of war that Antigonus had used to batter away at the city. These captured bronze-monsters that had hurt the city would now serve the better purpose of blessing.

Chares of Lindus was in charge of its design and construction. Many men labored mightily from 292 to 280 B.C. before the majestic figure graced the harbor of Rhodes.

It was 105 feet high, beautifully proportioned, made in sections raised piece by piece into position. A spiral-staircase wound within the body up to the eyes, where beacon fires for ships were lighted at night.

A glory to behold, its benevolent pose by day and friendly flares at night made it one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

Then came grief. In 224 B.C. an earthquake felled and shattered the great statue. At once men decided that the sun god must be rebuilt to its former eminence. Greek and Egyptian engineers joined forces with the builders of Rhodes.

Their was to be heartbreaking work. Shattered sections would be remelted and recast. Then these sections would be rejoined . . . only to collapse of their own weight.

Over and over these gallant men tried to reconstruct the Colossus, but none had the art and cunning of Chares of Lindus. Their repeated efforts only resulted in as many failures.

Finally, in 672 A.D., the continuous attempts at rebuilding were halted for all time. Arab mercenaries conquered the proud city of Rhodes. They sold the broken Colossus as old metal, 900 camel loads of bronze, all that remained of one of the marvels of the world.

And so, forever lost to the eyes of Man, is one of the earliest—and finest—engineering achievements of civilization, the Colossus of Rhodes.

What makes its loss doubly felt is that, in its design and background, it can be said to have been the first Statue of Liberty.

—Charles King
Within 24 hours, whole busloads of people have disappeared throughout the country—carrying as passengers coal miners, farmers, circus strong men, and army recruits! The FBI and military intelligence are stumped for clues! But Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—uses her strength and wits to the utmost and succeeds, not only in solving the mystery of the disappearing passengers, but also in saving the Earth from destruction when she solves the mystery of—

"The Menace of Murkton!"
AT INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS, COL. STEVE TREVOR CONTERS WITH DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE.

GOODNESS! COAL MINERS, FARMERS, CIRCUS STRONG MEN, AND NOW SOLDIERS! WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF IT, STEVE?

I CAN'T SEEM TO FIGURE IT OUT! BY THE WAY, WHERE'S WONDER WOMAN?

WHY—ER—AH, SHE OUGHT TO BE HERE PRETTY SOON—

AT THAT MOMENT, THE HOLLIDAY COLLEGE GIRLS ARRIVE—

HI, FOLKS! C'MON WITH US IF YOU WANT TO TAKE A BUS RIDE WITH THE TEAM TO THE STARVARD-TRINCETON GAME! WE'RE CHEERLEADERS!

SORRY, ETTA. I'M WORKING ON A TOUGH CASE FOR GENERAL DARNELL.

HMMM. THE ONE THING ALL THE MISSING Busses HAD IN COMMON WAS THAT THEY CARRIED STRONG MEN! THIS BUSLOAD OF FOOTBALL PLAYERS MIGHT LEAD TO SOMETHING! I CAN'T CONVINCE STEVE, AS DIANA, THAT HE SHOULD GO WITH ETTA, BUT IF WONDER WOMAN WERE HERE—

RACING TO THE NEXT ROOM WITH SUCH SPEED THAT SHE IS UNNOTICED, DIANA QUICKLY CHANGES INTO WONDER WOMAN.

ANGEL! GOODY GUMDROPS! WONDER WOMAN! YOU GOING WITH US TO THE FOOTBALL GAME?

OF COURSE! WHEN DO WE START?
COME ON, STEVE! WE DON'T WANT TO BE LATE!

I'M GLAD YOU'RE HERE, BEAUTIFUL. I'M ON A NEW CASE I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT--

LATER, IN THE BUS, ON THE WAY TO THE TRINCETON STADIUM--

WOO WOO! ISN'T THIS FUN, GLAM?

EVERYTHING'S SERENE SO FAR. I HOPE MY HUNCH WAS RIGHT!

YOU BET!

BUT--AS THE BUS SPEEDS BY A CROSSROADS--

OH-OH! LOOKS AS IF WE'RE HEADED THE WRONG WAY! I'LL BETTER FIND OUT ABOUT THIS.

DRIVER, THE SIGN THERE POINTS THE OTHER WAY TO TRINCETON!

HUH! OH--ER--THIS IS A DETOUR, LADY! THE BRIDGE IS WASHED OUT ON THAT OTHER ROAD!

FUNNY--I DIDN'T SEE A DETOUR SIGN ANYWHERE!

SUDDENLY THE BUS ENTERS A LONG, DARK TUNNEL--

WOO WOOGGGOO! SOME FUN--IT'S SO DARK I CAN'T FIND MY MOUTH WITH THIS PIECE OF CANDY!--HO HUM! I'M GETTING DROWSY--HOW ABOUT YOU, EVE?

YAWN!

HERA! WHAT IS THIS? STRANGE FUMES--AND THEY ARE PUTTING EVERYONE TO SLEEP!--I--I FEEL WEAKER MYSELF--BUT I MUST NOT SUCCEMB!
A MOMENT LATER THE BUS HALTS AND...

CAPTAIN UMBER REPORTING TO QUEEN PALLIDA! THE EARTHANS ARE IN OUR POWER AND AWAIT YOUR COMMAND!

GOOD! PROCEED AS USUAL INTO THE CAVERN!

I MUST PRETEND I'M ASLEEP TOO—TO SOLVE THIS MYSTERY!

AS THE BUS MOVES SLOWLY ON...

GREETINGS, EARTHANS! BECAUSE OF YOUR SUPERIOR STRENGTH YOU HAVE BEEN CHOSEN TO PERFORM A NOBLE TASK UPON THE PLANET MURKTON! AT MY COMMAND YOU WILL EMERGE SINGLE FILE FROM YOUR CONVEYANCE AND JOIN THE OTHER SELECTED ONES! MARCH!

AT THE QUEEN'S COMMAND--

THE DRIVER THINKS I'M HYPNOTIZED TOO—JUST LIKE THE REST!

THE OTHER MISSING BUSES! SO THIS IS WHERE THEY ALL DISAPPEARED TO! THE PASSENGERS MUST BE AROUND SOMEWHERE!

WONDER WOMAN HIDES BEHIND THE BUS DOOR.

IF I CAN ONLY HOLD OUT AGAINST THIS WEAKENING GAS LONG ENOUGH TO RESCUE STEVE AND ETTA AND THE REST! OH-OH! HERE COMES THE DRIVER!

WHAT'S HE UP TO? GREAT HERA! HE SEEMS TO BE STEPPING OUT OF A COMPLETE DISGUISE—LIKE A SNAKE SHEDDING ITS SKIN!
THE AMAZON CAPTURES THE STRANGE CREATURE WITH HER MAGIC LASSO.

WHAT? IS IT POSSIBLE THAT YOU ARE IMMUNE TO MESMEROGEN, OUR MURKTON ATMOSPHERIC GAS WHICH HYPNOTIZES ALL EARTHIANS!

NEVER MIND THAT! TELL ME WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT!

I HAVE SWORN ON MY LIFE NOT TO REVEAL OUR MISSION--BUT SOMETHING COMPELLS ME TO OBEY!

BECAUSE EARTH LIES BETWEEN OUR PLANET AND THE SUN, MURKTON IS DEPRIVED OF SUNLIGHT. THIS CAUSES PHYSICAL WEAKNESS IN US MURKTONIANS! WE HAVE PREPARED A GIANT BOMB TO DESTROY THE EARTH SO WE MAY ENJOY THE SUN AGAIN! BUT--

--TO BRING THE BOMB INTO POSITION REQUIRES A GREATER STRENGTH THAN WE POSSESS, WE COULD CREATE A MACHINE TO DO IT--BUT WE HAVEN'T THE TIME! THAT'S WHY WE KIDNAPPED YOUR STRONG MEN!

A VILLAINOUS PLOT! MURKTON IS ENTITLED TO THE SUN, BUT NOT BY DESTROYING THE EARTH!

A MOMENT LATER--

TIE HER AND TAKE HER TO QUEEN PALLIDA. HEH-HEH! NOT DESTROY THE EARTH? HA! WE MUST HAVE THE SUN! AND WE WILL HAVE IT!

OH, APHRODITE, HELP ME!

BUT THE STRANGE GAS WHICH WONDER WOMAN HAS BEEN RESISTING SO STRENUEOUSLY IS BECOMING TOO MUCH EVEN FOR HER--
Wonder Woman is taken to Queen Pallida.

So—this is the one who discovered our plot?

YOU—NEVER SUCCEED—

Nonsense! The strongest of your Earth people are now subject to my will. See! They are being raised by vacuum tube to where our space ships are moored, and there placed on board!

Because you have resisted becoming hypnotized as they are—your fate will be all the more terrible! You will be left here to become weaker and weaker until at last you are lifeless!

And so the faint Wonder Woman is bound to a stone...

Ha-ha! You'll live just long enough to see our plot succeed and the Earth destroyed!
MEANWHILE, THE MURKTONIAN WHOM WONDER WOMAN HAD LASSED PLLOTS REVENGE ON THE HELPLESS AMAZON--

--- AND I'LL MAKE SURE SHE DOESN'T GET OUT OF HERE! I'LL PAY HER BACK FOR MAKING ME TALK! I'LL JUST RELEASE THESE BRAKES AND THEN--HEH-HEH!

FAREWELL, HELPLESS ONE! IT WON'T TAKE LONG! HA-HA-HA!

AS THE MURKTON SPACE SHIPS BEAR AWAY THEIR CARGO OF EARTHIANS--

BACK IN THE CAVERN, WONDER WOMAN FACES ALMOST CERTAIN DOOM.

GREAT APHRODITE! THAT BUS IS HEADING RIGHT TOWARD ME! IF I ONLY HAD SOME GOOD AIR TO RESTORE MY STRENGTH!

GLANCING ABOUT, THE AMAZON MAID'S KEEN EYESIGHT DETECTS A PINPOINT OF LIGHT IN THE FAR WALL.

THAT WALL MUST BE THIN! THERE IS DAYLIGHT AND PURE AIR!

BUT THERE'S NO WAY TO GET TO IT BEFORE--
Suddenly, the Amazon Maid summons her final ounce of strength and—

Aphrodite aid me! I must kick this boulder under the wheel of the bus to swerve it!

Detoured, the bus smashes through the thin wall on the other side of the cave!

As the fresh air fills the cavern, the mighty maid recovers her strength and—

At last! Now to find my lasso and get out of here!

Arriving at the place where the abandoned busses are parked, Wonder Woman retrieves her magic lasso—

Lucky these Murktonians didn’t realize the powers in my lasso! If I’m going to stop that bomb and rescue the Earth people, I’ll need some protection from this gas!

A moment later, the fleet Amazon is on her way—

I’ll ask Paula to design a protective filter for me, by experimenting with the mesmerogen left in this bus!
LATER AT PAULA'S SECRET LABORATORY--
I MUST GO IMMEDIATELY TO PARADISE ISLAND! WILL THE FILTER BE READY ON MY RETURN, PAULA?
I'LL GUARANTEE IT, PRINCESS!

SUMMONING HER INVISIBLE PLANE, WONDER WOMAN SPEEDS TO PARADISE ISLAND, HOME OF THE AMAZONS, WHERE HER MOTHER, QUEEN HIPPOLYTE GREETED HER!

WHAT A PLEASANT SURPRISE, MY DEAR! WHAT BRINGS YOU HERE?
AN EMERGENCY, MOTHER! WILL YOU TAKE ME TO THE MAGIC SPHERE?

WONDER WOMAN AND HER MOTHER HASTEN TO THE MAGIC SPHERE--
WHAT IS IT YOU SEEK?
I MUST FIND THE PLANET MURKTON AND FLY THERE BEFORE ITS INHABITANTS COMPLETE A WILD SCHEME TO DESTROY THE EARTH!

BUT YOU KNOW THE SPHERE ONLY SHOWS OBJECTS WITHIN THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE!
I KNOW, MOTHER, BUT A FLEET OF SHIPS CONTAINING KIDNAPPED EARTH PEOPLE RECENTLY LEFT FOR MURKTON, AND I MUST PICK UP THEIR TRAIL BEFORE THEY GET OUT OF RANGE OF THE SPHERE.

THERE THEY ARE! THANK APHRODITE! NOW I CAN TRACE THEIR COURSE! THE ADDED WEIGHT OF THEIR HEAVY CAPTIVES MUST HAVE SLOWED THEIR FLIGHT! FAREWELL, MOTHER! I'M AFRAID I MUST LEAVE IMMEDIATELY!

APHRODITE BE WITH YOU!
HAVING PICKED UP THE PROTECTIVE FILTER FROM PAULA, WONDER WOMAN HEADS FOR MURKTON AT TOP SPEED.

I'LL SOON SEE WHAT QUEEN PALLIDA IS UP TO!

SUDDENLY, WONDER WOMAN'S PLANE, SPEEDING AT 3,000 MILES PER MINUTE, BECOMES ENVELOPED IN A THICK, BLACK, CLOUD-LIKE ATMOSPHERE.

GREAT HERA! WHAT IS THIS? I CAN'T BE ON MURKTON YET! WHY, I'M BARELY OUT OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE! OH-Oh, MY PLANE IS LOSING SPEED!

MEANWHILE, ON THE PLANET MURKTON, QUEEN PALLIDA AND HER SUBJECTS HAVE ARRIVED AND ARE PREPARING TO COMPLETE THEIR WICKED SCHEME.

TAKE THE CAPTIVES TO THE CLIFF AND CHAIN THEM TO THE GIANT PULLEY! WE HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE! WE ARE LOSING STRENGTH MOMENTARILY!

THE QUEEN'S COMMAND IS IMMEDIATELY CARRIED OUT--

HURRY! THEY MUST LAUNCH THE BOMB IMMEDIATELY!
MEANWHILE... IN THE BLACK CLOUD...
I simply must get the plane out of this massive cloud — or I'll never reach Murkton in time!

FINALLY... WITH A MIGHTY EFFORT, WONDER WOMAN pulls her plane out of the cloud and continues on her way!
THANK APHRODITE! I'm out of it! It must have been a giant cloud mass! Hmmm... I wonder! well, there's no time now...

A FEW MOMENTS LATER, ON MURKTON THE MASSIVE BOMB IS RELEASED!
Only a matter of minutes and the Earth will be destroyed — and the Sun will be ours again!
HURRAH!
YAY!

BUT JUST THEN, WONDER WOMAN SPEEDS INTO SIGHT AND...
I've got to stop that bomb...

WONDER WOMAN JUMPS ASTRIKE THE BOMB—
—from hitting the Earth or any other planet!

DIRECTING HER INVISIBLE PLANE BY MENTAL ROBOT CONTROL, the daring Amazon guides the bomb away from the Earth and directly toward a dark spot just to one side of it.

IF MY HUNCH IS RIGHT, those Murkton scientists were a little off in their calculations! And that black mass is the real target of the bomb—not the Earth!
WITH SPLIT-SECOND TIMING, WONDER WOMAN KICKS THE BOMB AT THE CLOUD MASS JUST AS IT EXPLODES!

THERE! THAT SHOULD DO IT! NOW TO RESCUE STEVE AND THE OTHERS!

KERBLAM!

MEANWHILE, BACK AT MURKTON---

THE SUN! THE SUN!

IT'S TRUE! THAT WONDERFUL AMAZON HAS GIVEN THE SUN TO US AND SAVED THE EARTH TOO!

AND SO WHEN WONDER WOMAN ARRIVES---

FORGIVE US, O STRONG ONE! OUR THEORY ABOUT THE EARTH WAS MISTAKEN!

YES, QUEEN PALLIDA, THE OBSTRUCTION WAS NOT CAUSED BY THE EARTH, BUT BY A HUGE CLOUD MASS JUST OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE!

THE MASS TRAVELED WITH THE EARTH BECAUSE OF ITS NEARNESS TO ITS GRAVITATIONAL PULL! WHEN YOU LEFT THE EARTH, YOU DID NOT MEET THE MASS. BUT WHEN I LEFT, THE EARTH'S ROTATION HAD BROUGHT IT DIRECTLY IN MY WAY!

THE SUN HAS DISSOLVED THE MESMEROGEN SO THE EARTHANS ARE NO LONGER HYPONOTIZED! AND YOU CAN NOW TAKE OFF YOUR MASK!

BEAUTIFUL! YOU'VE SAVED US AGAIN!

ARE WE GLAD TO SEE YOU! WOO WOO!

THANK YOU, WONDER WOMAN, FOR GIVING US THE SUN, AND FOR SHOWING US THAT THERE IS ALWAYS A WAY TO GET WHAT WE NEED WITHOUT HARMING OTHERS!

YES, QUEEN PALLIDA! LOVE TRIUMPHS BY BRINGING GOOD TO EVERYONE!

THE END
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ADVENTURES OF NIP & TUCK

THE KIDNAPPERS ARE BACK!
QUICK, NIP! - BEHIND THIS RUBBISH!

GOSH IT'S DUSTY!
...FEEL LIKE I HAVE TO COUGH!

GOOD THING I HAVE THESE SMITH BROTHERS A COUGH WOULD KILL US!

JUMP, MARY JO - BEFORE THE KIDNAPPERS COME BACK!

...SO IT WAS REALLY TRADE & MARK WHO SAVED ALL OF US!

DELICIOUS

Helps Coughs: Soothes Soreness

You'll like our cough drops. Get a box today!

SMITH BROTHERS BLACK COUGH DROPS
The New Thom McAn
BULLDOZER
For Smart Good Looks and Long Wear

WAIT'LL THE FELLOWS
SEE YOU IN THIS NEW
STYLE SENSATION!

Check Over These Zippy Style Features —
Then Be the FIRST in Your Crowd to Get a Pair!

THOM McAN's new BULLDOZERS bring you everything you
want in shoes — sharp appearance, solid comfort, and long wear!
Watch your envious pals admire the
90 deep-notched lugs on each sole
... ¼"in. rocker bottoms
that grip like an octopus. Snappy raised mocassin
seam allows ample toe room
—and the weather-resistant
leather uppers in rich wine
color will draw raves from the
crowd. Solid leather innersoles... stylish loop-lacing... harness stitching
that holds.

EXTRA HEAVY
Waxed Harness
STITCHING!

LOOP-LACED
STYLE FOR QUICK
TIEING!

RAISED MOCCASIN
SEAM ADDS SNAPPY
GOOD LOOKS!

HUSKY NEW
UPPERS IN DEEP
WINE COLOR!

NEW
TRAKTOR-
TRACKED SOLES FOR
SURE-FOOTED ACTION!

THIRTY heavy deep-notched
cleats on each sole give
ground-gripping support in
rough spots, and the silent
tread of an Indian
everywhere else.

ALL WEATHER
WELT PROTECTS
AGAINST STORMY
WEATHER!

All Your Friends Will Admire This
Eye-Catching New He-Man Style

BULLDOZERS mean husky good looks, long wear — built-in
foot comfort too, because they are especially designed for young
men's feet. Shoes with all these features generally sell for much
more than Thom McAn's sensationally low price of only $6.65 a
pair ($6.95 in Denver and West.). Be the first in your neighborhood
to wear BULLDOZERS — watch your friends' eyes bug out!

If your Thom McAn store cannot supply you (or if no Thom
McAn store is near you) use coupon; enclose correct amount in
money-order or check, adding 25¢ for postage and handling. If you
order direct, specify BULLDOZER, Style No. 609, and address
THOM McAN, 25 West 43rd St., New York 18, N.Y.

OVER 500 STORES IN OVER 500 CITIES
YOU PRACTICE Radio soldering, mounting, connecting wires, operating equipment, and radio parts I send you.

YOU BUILD this Tester that soon helps you EARN EXTRA MONEY fixing neighbors' radios in spare time.

YOU BUILD special Radio Circuits like this with parts I send. Learn how to locate and repair defective circuits.

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube Power Pack, get experience correcting Power Pack troubles of many kinds.

YOU PRACTICE with this A.M. Signal Generator. Provides amplitude-modulated signals for many tests.

YOU BUILD this Superheterodyne Receiver Circuit, conduct PM (Frequency Modulation) experiments and other tests.

---

LEARN RADIO
BY PRACTICING
IN SPARE TIME
WITH BIG KITS OF PARTS I SEND YOU

Want a good-pay job in the fast-growing Radio and Television Industries? Want to be boss of your own money-making Radio shop? I've trained hundreds of men with NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE to be Radio technicians. You can do the same for you! My train-at-home method gives you practical experience with BIG KITS OF PARTS I send. All equipment yours to keep. You learn Radio and Television principles from easy, illustrated lessons.

The day you enroll, I send EXTRA MONEY booklets. Use your know-how to make EXTRA MONEY fixing radios in spare time. The next step is your own Radio shop or a good-pay Radio job.

Think of money-making opportunities in Police, Aviation, Marine, Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, Radio Repairing, Public Address work... think of even greater opportunities in fast-growing Television, FM and Electronics.

My special DOUBLE FREE OFFER gives you actual lesson on Radio repairing short-cuts absolutely free. You also get my 64-page book "HOW TO BE A SUCCESS IN RADIO-TELEVISION-ELECTRONICS." See how quickly, easily you can get started. Send NOW. J. E. SMITH, Pro., Dept. 1089, National Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio School, Washington 9, D. C.

---

I TRAINED THESE MEN

Has Own Radio Service

"I have my own Radio and Television sales and servicing business. I get enough repair jobs to keep me going full-time." - ALEXANDER KING, 31 Pequannock Avenue, Carteret, N. J.

Good Space Time Business

"I have been getting receivers to repair right along, and with N. R. I. methods I don't have to spend much time on them." - N. H. STRICKLAND, 50 Dale Homes, Portsmouth, Va.

---

VETERANS
You get this training in your own home under G. I. Bill. Mail Coupon.

---

I WILL TRAIN YOU
AT HOME

MY COURSE INCLUDES FREQUENCY MODULATION, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS

---

Get Both 64-PAGE BOOK SAMPLE LESSON FREE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 9AB, NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington 9, D. C.

Mail me FREE Sample Lesson and 64-page book about how to win success in Radio and Television Electronics. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

Name: __________________________ Age: ________
Address: _________________________
City: ____________________________ State: __________
Check if Veteran: ________

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER GI BILL
MERRY CHRISTMAS, PARTNER!

THANKS, RED RYDER! THIS NEW HANDBOOK HELPED ME GET MY DAISY!

TRY THIS, BOYS!

* Daisy's completely new HANDBOOK No. 2 has already helped many boys convince their folks they should own a beautiful new Daisy! Send for your Handbook now! Show Catalog Section to the person most likely to get you a Daisy! Enjoy the 128 HANDBOOK picture pages featuring comics, jokes, science, hobbies, cowboy lore, camping-fishing tips, etc. Rush only one thin dime (10¢) plus unused 3¢ stamp—we'll send HANDBOOK No. 2 (with Catalog) postpaid. Supply limited. Hurry!

SEE THEM BIG IN COLOR CATALOG!

No. 11A: Target Air Pistol Set
No. 81: Air Rifle Action Range
No. 25: Daisy Pump Gun
No. 155: 1000 Shot Repeater

MAIL COUPON!

Daisy Bullseye is the Best Shot for DAISY AIR RIFLES

Daisy Manufacturing Co. 1619 Union St., Plymouth, Michigan, U.S.A.

Send postpaid copies of HANDBOOK No. 2 (CATALOG bound in), I enclose one thin dime (10¢) plus unused 3¢ Stamp for EACH copy ordered. (A TIP: Thousands of boys are ordering an extra copy for the Girl Friend.)

Name: ________________________

St. & No.: _____________________

City: _________________________ State: _________________________

BARGAIN SPECIAL: I enclose 25¢ in coin. Rush postpaid Handbook No. 2 AND big, 8-color "BOY'S BILL OF RIGHTS" Picture for my room!